No.2016/RS(S)/709/18 dt.08.03.2019

GM(EPS),
CRIS,
7th Floor, IITP Building,
Ring Road,
New Delhi-110002.

Sub:- Modification in scrap module of iMMS – for accountal of scrap PSC sleepers.

It has been observed that the data reflecting for the disposal of P. Way scrap is showing abnormally high, which is probably due to the concrete weight of scrap PSC sleepers.

Therefore, it has been decided that the provision be made in iMMS module for reporting of scrap PSC sleepers (in Nos.) separately as a different category, other than P.Way scrap.

[Signature]
Director Railway Stores (C)
Railway Board.

Copy to:-
PCMMs of all Zonal Railways & PUs: for necessary action please